MineQuest, Inc.

Larry Dye

Formed in 1994, MineQuest Inc. is an industry leader in high-end electronic manufacturing and repair. The
Owner and President is Larry Dye. MineQuest occupies a 12,000 sq. ft. facility in Cedar Bluff, VA equipped
with purpose built testing equipment for all its products.
For 22 years, the company has been serving the coal mining industry with competitive prices and expert
service for quality remanufacturing, repair, replacement, or exchange, for all types of underground mining
equipment. MineQuest knows the importance of following proper guidelines and MSHA requirements, which is
why only OEM replacement parts to repair all equipment is used.
The vision of the company is to deliver premium value comprising the best service at the lowest possible cost
to the coal mining industry and to be a trusted partner whose actions are guided by faith in God. The mission of
MineQuest is to ensure that mines remain operational through an efficient repair, replacement, or exchange
program offered onsite or at its remanufacturing plant. MineQuest holds close the values of people, faith,
integrity, mutual respect and trust.
MineQuest remanufacture includes: reconditioning and repair of mining electrical enclosures. Repair or
exchange products comprise: remotes, transmitters and electrical components. Replacement includes:
hydraulic fittings, hoses, assembly kits, cables, as well as remote controls, SCR drives, and logic units.
Products from MineQuest include: circuit breakers, CM radio receivers, ground monitors, SCR panels, and
remote monitors. Also included in the range are: breaker panels, miner remote monitors, page phone sirens,
and radio demultiplexers. Other MineQuest products are: remote power supplies, solid state pump starts and
speed switches for battery equipment, test benches, CM battery backup, and contactors and logics for battery
powered equipment.
MineQuest Inc.
421 Honey Rock Road,
Cedar Bluff, VA 24609
276-964-5274
chris@minequestinc.com
www.minequestinc.com

To read the interview with Larry Dye, click here.
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